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an ansible2 tutorial servers for hackers - an ansible2 tutorial updated for ansible2 ansible is one of the simplest server
provisioning and configuration management tools this is a guide to getting started with ansible, docker tutorial
introduction to docker containerization - this docker tutorial blog will give you the conceptual practical exposure to docker
a new age containerization technology in simple words docker is a software containerization platform meaning you can build
your application package them along with their dependencies into a container and, devops certification online training
courses linux academy - with 62 hours of in depth devops training learn the essentials as well as how to properly manage
and deploy vagrant docker deep dive puppet and jenkins software, building network automation solutions www ipspace
net - david gee will dive deep into the foundational stuff that no one ever wants to mention the hygiene of automation the
equivalent of washing your hands before doing that big operation and disposing of toxic items afterward you will learn a
golden approach to solving automation challenges a maximum time return investment strategy justification of stop doing the
bare minimum and the, rhel7 book review certdepot - hi i bought the previous edition of ghori s book last year to attend
rhcsa but due to lack of time i wasn t able to book the exam now that rhel7 and new edition of the book are out do you think
that i have to buy the new edition for rhcsa or i can use the old edition and integrate with other resources specific for rhel7
are there rhel7 only questions in rhcsa, linux tutorial software development on linux yolinux com - software
development and applications programmin on linux yolinux linux information portal includes informative tutorials and links to
many linux sites the yolinux portal covers topics from desktop to servers and from developers to users, linux certification
training linux academy - receive hands on linux certification training with courses for novices to pros ranging from an intro
with ubuntu 14 desktop sql primer to mastering the linuxcomand line, password management software password
manager - web interface authentication can i change the default port 7272 occupied by pmp yes you can change the default
port as explained below go to pmp installation folder conf directory and open the server xml file replace the entry 7272 with
the port number of your choice, password manager for enterprise password management - password manager pro is a
secure enterprise password management software which serves as a centralized password vault to manage shared
sensitive information including privileged accounts shared accounts firecall accounts documents and digital identities of
enterprises, open source technologies for the enterprise redhat com - i think there s an intrinsic attitude among tech
people to make things better to see actual results particularly with automation when you show a colleague how they can
stand up a test environment in just a few steps you don t need metrics you can see on their face how happy they are with
what the technology can do, news company information f5 - lori macvittie comments on the role of cloud and application
services in the context of f5 s upcoming state of application services report in all its forms public on premises private and
saas cloud has maintained its place of strategic importance impacting the application services deployed the tools and
technologies used to automate and orchestrate it and even in the evolution of, prince2 itil it project management training
focus on - prince2 itil apm msp bcs iseb microsoft courses from focus on training book 15 000 accredited courses in 100
locations focus the project management and it training specialist, what s new in pycharm 2019 1 jetbrains - what s new in
pycharm 2019 1 all new direct jupyter notebook editing and running a keymap for sublime text and much more please note
that features marked pro only are supported only in pycharm professional edition, best java training institutes in noida
ghaziabad gurgaon - ducat offers exclusive best java training program with live project by industry expert in noida
ghaziabad gurgaon faridabad, pfsense adding firewall rules to filter services open - pfsense is an open source firewall
router and utm unified threat management distribution based on freebsd this is the third article in the series on pfsense and
it helps readers in designing and configuring firewall rules as per their requirements the first two articles in this series, azure
source volume 68 blog microsoft azure - now available in preview read replicas for azure database for postgresql now in
preview scale out read heavy workloads on azure database for postgresql with read replicas which enable continuous
asynchronous replication of data from one azure database for postgresql master server to up to five azure database for
postgresql read replica servers in the same region, vulnerability summary for the week of october 22 2018 - the nccic
weekly vulnerability summary bulletin is created using information from the national institute of standards and technology
nist national vulnerability database nvd in some cases the vulnerabilities in the bulletin may not yet have assigned cvss
scores please visit nvd for updated vulnerability entries which include cvss scores once they are available, calvin bui tech
blog - i bought a new 2018 volkswagen golf r wolfsburg edition back in february one of the main things i wanted was a car
with a lot of features and this one stood out above the rest, 4 free shell scripting ebooks for linux newbies and - these

books are free to download and will help you mentoring your shell scripting skills no matter you are experienced or newbie
you must have these handy documents with you if you are in the field of linux, vulnerability summary for the week of
august 20 2018 us - the nccic weekly vulnerability summary bulletin is created using information from the national institute
of standards and technology nist national vulnerability database nvd in some cases the vulnerabilities in the bulletin may not
yet have assigned cvss scores please visit nvd for updated vulnerability entries which include cvss scores once they are
available, apache spark 2 3 with native kubernetes support - tuesday march 06 2018 apache spark 2 3 with native
kubernetes support kubernetes and big data the open source community has been working over the past year to enable first
class support for data processing data analytics and machine learning workloads in kubernetes, devops tutorial complete
beginners training 5 in 1 - devops engineering jobs and career opputunities engineering is a trending course from past few
years ove the world every year there are many engineering graduates coming out from each part of country, introducing
container runtime interface cri in kubernetes - editor s note this post is part of a series of in depth articles on what s new
in kubernetes 1 5 at the lowest layers of a kubernetes node is the software that among other things starts and stops
containers we call this the container runtime the most widely known container runtime is docker but it is not alone in this
space in fact the container runtime space has been rapidly, an introduction to linux network routing opensource com in june when i discussed basic network configuration one thing i did not talk about then is routing this article provides a very
brief introduction to routing for linux computers designed for understanding simple environments, cisco nexus 9300 ex and
9300 fx platform switches data - product overview based on cisco cloud scale technology the cisco nexus 9300 ex and
9300 fx platforms are the next generation of fixed cisco nexus 9000 series switches the new platforms support cost effective
cloud scale deployments an increased number of endpoints and cloud services with wire rate security and telemetry, restful
interface tool 2 3 0 user guide github pages - overview the restful interface tool is a command line interface that allows
you to manage hewlett packard enterprise products that take advantage of restful apis, a guide to using raw sockets open
source for you - in this tutorial let s take a look at how raw sockets can be used to receive data packets and send those
packets to specific user applications bypassing the normal tcp ip protocols if you have no knowledge of the linux kernel yet
are interested in the contents of network packets raw sockets, a curated list of aws resources to prepare for the aws - a
curated list of aws resources to prepare for the aws certifications a curated list of awesome aws resources you need to
prepare for the all 5 aws certifications, amity school of engineering and technology - amity school of engineering
technology offers b tech in different streams, ursula k le guin wikipedia - ursula k le guin was born ursula kroeber in
berkeley california on october 21 1929 her father alfred louis kroeber 1876 1960 was an anthropologist at the university of
california berkeley le guin s mother theodora kroeber 1897 1979 born theodora covel kracaw had a graduate degree in
psychology but turned to writing in her sixties developing a successful career as an author, the sideshow avedon carol - i
got a feeling that the journey has just begun gorsuch is a monster and a sadist neil gorsuch just made death worse in an
appalling majority opinion gorsuch endorses pain filled deaths for people subjected to capital punishment this week gorsuch
wrote a majority opinion that was both shockingly cruel and entirely consistent with arch conservative thought
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